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Chapter 11: Understanding Randomness 
Randomness is at the heart of inferential statistics. Perhaps you’ve noticed that just about 

every inferential procedure that we’ve learned requires that the sample was obtained randomly? 
(For those of you who are reading this and follow the book’s chapter order…sorry for the 

spoiler.) 
There is just one difficulty: being random (doing something randomly) is hard. Really hard. In 

fact, humans are incapable of doing anything randomly. 
What? You don’t believe me? It’s true. If you were to write down 100 digits randomly and 

hand that list to someone who was quite knowledgeable about statistics, they’d be able to tell that 
the list was produced by a human in just a few minutes. 

Humans are designed to find and make patterns. You simply must accept this. 
“So how are we to obtain random samples?” you ask. 
Let’s find out. 

A Useful Tool: Table of Random Digits 
In reality, there are lots of ways to generate random numbers. Some are better than others. 

Your calculator probably has a random number generator! However, there is only one tool that 
AP Statistics requires you to know how to use: a Table of Random Digits. Thus, that’s all I’ll 
discuss here. 

 

[1] 94504 23655 89537 66393 63371  

[2] 48679 24332 15729 72386 11263  

[3] 94669 02905 90064 48847 93479 

Figure 1 – An Excerpt from a Table of Random Digits 

 
There are a few things about these tables that you must know. 
1. They are constructed so that every digit has an equal chance of appearing as the next 

digit. That doesn’t mean that you will find an equal number of each digit in an actual table—it 
means that the process that was used should produce equal proportions in the long run. 

2. They are constructed so that each digit is independent of the others. Knowing the current 
digit doesn’t give you any information (change the probability) about the digit in the next 
position. 

3. Usually, the digits are written in groups of five with a space between them. There is no 
meaning in this—it’s just there to keep your eyes from losing their place. 

4. The lines of a table are often numbered. These lines have no meaning—they’re just there 
to help you find your place. 

5. In reality, it doesn’t matter if you read the table left-to-right, right-to-left, top-to-bottom, 
or diagonally…any system will do. However, for the purpose of the AP Exam, always read left-
to-right. 

6. In reality, you always start reading the table in a different (and somewhat randomly 
selected) place. However, for the purpose of the AP Exam, always start at the top right. 

Now let’s start seeing how this thing can be used! 
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Simulation 
Sometimes collecting actual, real data is either difficult or impossible. Thus, we sometimes 

want to simulate events. AP Statistics requires that you know how to design and implement a 
simulation. 

Describing One Trial of a Simulation 
1. Describe how you will assign groups of digits to each component (“event”). Every event 

needs a number with the same number of digits as every other event—this is often handled by 
“padding” a number with leading zeroes. In some cases, this may be very simple and 
straightforward…in others, you may need to think carefully. Be clear and thorough when 
describing how you are assigning digits. 

2. Describe how you will read digits from the table. This is usually just a statement like “I’ll 
read two digits from the table.” 

3. Describe what you will do with the digits you read. How will you decide whether to 
accept or discard these digits? 

4. Describe how you’ll know when to stop (we call this a “stopping rule.”). 
5. Describe what will be measured from your trial (Number of missed shots? Average 

waiting time?) 
6. Be sure to state how many trials you will complete. The question should tell you how 

many to do…usually, it will be three. 

Implementing the Simulation 
Basically, just do what you described! Remember to show your work—usually, this will 

include marking on some digits that are provided in the question. 
DO NOT write in the Table of Random Digits in your textbook! 

Examples 
[1.] Let’s simulate dealing cards from a standard deck until two red cards are drawn. In 

particular, how many cards does it take for this to happen? Use three trials of your simulation. 
 
(note that the numbering below does not exactly match up with the numbering above—that’s 

OK; I’ve still done everything in my list!) 
1. The event is drawing one card. 
2. I’ll model drawing a card by reading two digits. The numbers 01 through 52 will 

represent cards. Even numbers will represent red cards and odd numbers will represent black 
cards. Any number that is not between 01 and 52 will be discarded. Repeated numbers will also 
be discarded (you can’t draw the same card twice!). 

3. I’ll read from a table of random digits until I’ve read numbers that represent two red 
cards. 

4. What I’ll measure is the number of cards that were drawn. 
5. Now for the table…here’s a sample of one, followed by how I read it: 
 
81294 47895 20282 58439 55920 

48258 72810 38198 12210 30524  
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81: discard (not a card) 
29: a black card 
44: a red card 
78: discard 
95: discard 
20: a red card.  
 
This ends trial 1. I measured three cards needed to get one red. 
For trial 2: 28 (red), 25 (black), 84 (discard), 39 (black), 55 (discard), 92 (discard),  
04 (red). That was 4 cards. 
For trial 3: 82(discard), 58(discard), 72(discard), 81(discard), 03 (black), 81(discard), 98 

(discard), 12 (red), 21 (black), 03 (black), 05 (black), 24 (red). That was 6 cards. 
Just for fun—that was an average of 4.33 cards drawn in order to find two red cards. 

 
 
[2.] Let’s simulate rolling a die three times and finding the sum of the digits. Again, we’ll 

conduct three trials. 
 
1. The event is rolling a die. 
2. I’ll model rolling a die by reading a single digit. One through six indicate an actual roll; 

all other digits will be discarded. Repeated digits are allowed and accepted. 
3. I’ll read digits until I’ve accepted three rolls. 
4. What I’ll measure is the sum of the rolls. 
5. Here are some more random digits. 
 
18820 57491 90844 98386 61939  

55427 44188 57080 69890 80117 

 
1: I rolled a 1. 
8: discard 
8: discard 
2: I rolled a 2. 
0: discard 
5: I rolled a 5. That’s the third roll, so the simulation is over. The sum is 8 for trial 1. 
Trial 2: 7(x), 4, 9(x), 1, 9(x), 0(x), 8(x), 4. Those dice added up to 9. 
Trial 3: 4, 9(x), 8(x), 3, 8(x), 6. That’s a sum of 13. 
 
 
[3.] There’s a new game at the county fair! A barrel contains 10 Frisbees. Three of these are 

red. The other Frisbees have numbers written on them—1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 1000 (one 
number per Frisbee). To play the game, players reach in an draw out a Frisbee. If the Frisbee is 
red, then the game is over and the player wins nothing. If the Frisbee has a number on it, then the 
player wins that much money. After a Frisbee is drawn, it is replaced in the barrel. If the game is 
not over, then the player gets to draw again. The game ends when either a red Frisbee is drawn, 
or when the total amount won equals or exceeds $100. 
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Let’s design and run a simulation to determine the expected winnings from this game! I’ll run 
10 trials just because this sounds like so much fun. 

 
1. An event is drawing out one Frisbee. 
2. I’ll model a Frisbee with one digit. The digits 8, 9 and 0 will represent red Frisbees. The 

other digits will represent dollar amounts—1 for $1, 2 for $5, 3 for $10, 4 for $20, 5 for $50, 6 
for $100 and 7 for $1000. No digits are discarded—even repeated digits are allowed. 

3. I’ll keep reading digits until either [a] a red Frisbee is indicated, or [b] the prize total 
equals or exceeds $100. 

4. What I’ll measure is the total prize amount. 
5. Here are some random digits. 
 
45571 24993 75938 96117 

 
Trial 1: 4 ($20), 5 ($50), 5 ($50). Total prize is $120. 
Trial 2: 7 ($1000). Total prize is $1000. 
Trial 3: 1 ($1), 2 ($5), 4 ($20), 9 (red). Total prize is $0. 
Trial 4: 9 (red). Total prize is $0. 
Trial 5: 3 ($10), 7 ($1000). Total prize is $1010. 
Trial 6: 5 ($50), 9 (red). Total prize is $0. 
Trial 7: 3 ($10), 8 (red). Total prize is $0. 
Trial 8: 9 (red). Total prize is $0. 
Trial 9: 6 ($100). Total prize is $100. 
Trial 10: 1 ($1), 1 ($1), 7 ($1000). Total prize is $1002. 
 
That’s an average of $323.20! I hope it doesn’t cost too much to play this game. 


